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In less developed areas, where commercial value is less, tall buildings are virtually non-existent. About 30
employees, who will get salaries for January, can join bproperty. Their prime exception is sky scrappers. In the
case of construction activity, which is acknowledged to be essential for virtually every type of development,
an increase rather than a decrease is desirable in all developing countries. At least a change in prices or
demand or supply is inevitable. The solution to the problems of these different groups is also different and
mainly lies in the hand of the policy makers and the government. Most of the apartment buildings made by the
eastern housing are more than 15 storied. The reasons of this development are as follows: 1. Economic :
Mainly middle and upper income families are purchasing both walks up and high rise apartments. ADDL is
committed to build apartment of that kind affordable for all scale of customers at the prime and most sought-
after location of Dhaka city Motto: Building your way. Through creating tremendous pressure on the core area
of the city whether or not, this process can maintain equity in the distribution of land. It started its operation as
an apartment builder. Lamudi has been earning from advertisements on their websites and other
communication tools alongside branding programmes but the business model will definitely be changed, said
bproperty. As the firm is basically land developer, it needs to compete with the preceding firms sharply and
needs to take innovative approach to sustain its growth. Today about architects and consulting engineers are
directly supported by this sector; over graduate engineers are holding management positions in this sector and
almost diploma engineers are engaged by this sector. Construction technologies for the adoption of new
construction technologies and practices, which can reduce cost and increase quality. As a result low lands and
drainage routes are being blocked. In Bangladesh the housing problems is basically for the lower income
people, but the private real estate developers are developing the apartments for the higher income people.
Proper research support and financial support should be provided both in public and private sectors. But at the
same time it certain demerits. In some apartments roofs can not be used at all. Many parcels of inner city land
are under utilized or vacant, which should be put to proper use for balanced growth. In recent years there has
been a new trend of housing development mainly in the private sector. So, they created so many sky scrappers
all around the city to accommodate people migrated from rest of the regions. For the pursuit they regularly
organized international fair.


